
ENGINE SYSTEM
The TORUM 750 comes with L6 Cummins engine. Powerful and com-
pact, the engines have a good specific fuel consumption and a good 
torque backup. The air cleaning system uses an air intake screen with 
forced rotation (by a hydraulic motor), which significantly reduces the 
maintenance effort. The special rotating vane between the coolers 
provides their self-cleaning thereby increasing useful operating time.

NEW FEATURES
For TORUM, two styles of feeder houses are available – a conveyor-style 
feeder house with forward angle adjustment (particularly useful when 
harvesting soybean), and AFH (Feed&Boost).
A conveyor-style feeder house adds a lot more capabilities to a com-
bine and makes it much easier to operate in various crops. Come with 
a hydraulic multicoupler as standard, has adjustable forward angle for 
better performance and ease of cutting all crops without the need to 
convert, with quick connection of headers (headers weighing up to 
4,500 kg). The pivot-mounted conveyor provides a better feed through-
put in high-yield crops, and reduces the risk of repair when operating 
on stony soils.
For rice harvesting, the optional AFH (Feed&Boost) is recommend-
ed. This feeder house is unique in that the traditional chain-and-slat 
conveyor is replaced by three feeding beaters with special elements. 
The beaters evenly spread and accelerate the crop material before it 
enters the rotor thereby ensuring a steady workflow when handling 
non-uniform windrows and crop material with high moisture and weed 
content.

ROTARY CONCAVE ROTOR (ADVANCED ROTOR 
SYSTEM)
The concave area on the rotary harvesters with a fixed concave is not 
used completely, which reduces a potential performance. In addition, 
when you harvest damp crops or rice, the top of concave becomes 
plugged (the so called dead zone). The rotating concave allows using 
360° of the concave surface and avoiding dead zones and the rotor 
plugging. Besides, the concave has three threshing sections that allow 
setting a threshing clearance in one section. Thanks to this, the material 
is threshed three times with one round of the rotor unlike the single 
threshing in conventional rotor units. The same principle allows 
setting the increased threshing clearances. No additional adjust-
ment of concave is required depending on crop harvesting 
conditions: for crops from barley to wheat the threshing 
clearance is set between 16 and 25mm.

INFINITELY VARIABLE ROTOR DRIVE
The rotor is driven by the planetary CVT with hydraulic 
control - a unique hydro-mechanical device, which 
combines the advantages of both types of drives: smooth 
and accurate speed control, high bearing force and reliable 
beltless transmission.

AS CLEAN AS CAN POSSIBLY BE
The two-stage cleaning system with sieve area of 5.2 m2 matches 
the unrivalled capabilities of the rotor. The powerful hydraulically 
driven two-section fan creates an even air flow over the fan sieves and 
prevents dead zones in the middle of the sieve box. This guarantees the 
truly clean grain.

COMFORT CAB II WITH ADVISER IV INFORMATION 
SYSTEM
The TORUM 750 comes with Comfort Cab II. Climate control, can 
noise insulation and suspension system, air-suspended operator seat, 
additional assistant’s seat, beverage cooler, Adviser IV voice informa-
tion system and Agrotronic remote monitoring system come in base. 
Adviser IV voice information system continuously monitors the thresh-
ing process and the functioning of harvester mechanisms, and allows 
monitoring the process stability and preventing the failure of units.

FAST UNLOADING
The clean grain goes into the 10,500 L grain tank. This capacity increas-
es the performance by reducing the unloading cycles. The unload rate 
is 105 L/s, it takes no more than 2 minutes to empty the full grain tank. 
The unloading auger length is increased to at least 5.7 m, the unload 
height is 5.2m, the reach angle being 105 degrees. This allows an easy 
unloading of grain into any trucks and trailers, even when a 11-m 
header is used. When harvesting rice, you can unload it without leav-
ing the bay. To save fuel, the thresher drive can be disengaged.

UP TO THE LAST GRAIN
Before getting into the chopper, straw undergoes a final separation 
through the beater with the grate-type concave installed after the 
rotor.

CHOPPER WITH AN INTEGRATED CHAFF SPREADER
Combining the chaff and straw flows results in a more even spread of 
the chopped material over the field.

HIGH QUALITY OF STRAW
The separating part of the rotor has auger flights. This is why the TO-
RUM can handle straw very delicately unlike regular rotary machines.

Headers
POWER STREAM1 header, 7/9 m 

Cutterbar drive based on planetary gear case 

Knife speed [stroke/min] 1,180
Reel-to-ground speed synchronisation
system 

ACTIVE STREAM 540/630/690/780 header 
with hydraulic table extension 0...700mm, 
5.4/6.3/6.9/7.8/9.4m



POWER STREAM II  540/630/690/780/940 
header with mechanical table extension 
0...250mm, 5.4/6.3/6.9/7.8/9.4m



FLOAT STREAM 700/900 close-cut header with
flexible cutterbar, 7/9 m 

DRAPER STREAM 900 draper header, 9 m 
ARGUS, CORN STREAM corn header, 8 rows 
(70/75 cm row spacing),  12 rows (70 cm row 
spacing) 



FALCON 870/875/1270/1275 sunflower header,
8/12 rows 

SUN STREAM 1050/920/780 sunflower
header, 10.5/9.2/7.8 m 

SWA PICK 342/432 windrow pickup, 3.4/4.3m 

Electrohydraulic ground contour following
system 

Multicoupler 

Crop lifters 

Header trailer 

Cart hitch 

Feeder house

Type  
Сhain-and-slat, with 

accelerator
and adjustable for/aft tilt

Rugged design 

Stone trap 

Electrohydraulic ground contour following 
System 

Multicoupler 

AFH2 feeder house 

Thresher
Thresher width [mm] 1,500
Stone trap 

Advanced Rotor System (ARS)3 

Rotor diameter [mm] 762
Total rotor length [mm] 3,200
Rotor drive hydromechanical
Rotor speed [rpm] 250 to 1,000
Concave wrap angle [deg.] 360
Cleaning sieve area [sq. m] 5.20
Cleaning fan speed [rpm] 335 to 1,050
In-cab electrical adjustment of sieves 

Self-contained rotor-type rethresher 

Hard-to-thresh crop kit 
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Combine Harvester
TORUM 750

Grain tank with unloader
Grain tank capacity [L] 10,500
Minimum unload rate [L/s] 105
Unload height [mm] 5,200
Vibrating agitators 

Attachments for cop residue management
2-speed chopper/

spreader, integrated
chaff spreader

Cab
Comfort Cab II4 specification 

Adviser IV5 information system 

Agrotronic agromanagement platform 

Automatic guidance system 

Yield and moisture mapping system 

Unloading area and rear view video
monitoring system 

Automatic Centralized Lubrication System 

Tailing return assessment system 

4D fore/aft levelling system 

Ground drive
Transmission hydrostatic
Transmission 3 speeds
Road speed [km/h] 0 to 27
Drive wheel tyre type 30,5LR32
Rear wheel tyre type 18,4R24
Removable tracks 

AWD 

Engine

Manufacturer/model Cummins/X12  
(Stage 0)

Power rating [kW (h.p.)] 324 (440)
Fuel tank capacity [L] 850
Fuel meter system 

Air compressor 

Overall dimensions and weight
Length/width/height (in the transport
position, without header) [mm] 8,931/3,677/3,950

Weight (standard version, without header and
fuel) [kg] 16,350±490

 standard        option
1  POWER STREAM is a versatile grain header with an extended table, a 

hydraulically operated reel and a header reverser controlled from the cab.
2  AFH  is an Active Feeder House with a front tine beater (for rice and other grain 

crops).
3  ARS is an axial rotor with rotary concave.
4  Comfort Cab II is a spring-mounted airtight dual cab with audio fittings, 

improved noise insulation, air conditioner, heater, beverage cooler, operator 
seat with an integrated control panel.

5  Adviser IV is a voice information system built on a color touchscreen display 
with radio and USB stick compatible, and with Agrotronic agromanagement 
platform connectivity.

Rostselmash reserves the right to improve certain characteristics of its products 
without a prior notice.
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GENTLE THRESHING FOR ANY 
APPLICATION
TORUM: ultimate performance. It can averagely harvest 
over 2,000 ha per season. Thanks to the proprietary 
Advanced Rotor System (ARS) threshing system, 
TORUM can perfectly handle even wet and weedy 
material. It is equipped with advanced automation 
systems that ensure the efficient harvesting regardless 
of operator’s skills.

Phone: +7 989 500 4000,
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